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MODELLING IN CLAY
& CASTING IN PLASTER
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The Battle of Quatre Bras

Q

Figure 94. Francis Hayman RA (1708–1776), Joseph Wilton and His Family, 1760, oil on
canvas (34 5/8 × 42 5/8 in/80.8 × 106.7 cm). On the easel is a clay modello for a marble
overmantel relief destined for Northumberland House (dem. 1874) Westminster. The clay
model was believed to have been translated into marble by Benjamin Carter. A sculptor
of Wilton’s kind was the supervisor rather than the executant of much of “his” work. This
was a situation that made possible the fine clothes and drawing-room setting shown here.
(Victoria & Albert Museum, London)

preliminary is the work carried out in John Dwight’s (1633/6–1703) “Potthouse”
in Fulham. In terms of his background Dwight falls well outside the craft
traditions of his day. Following his graduation from Christchurch, Oxford,
where he read Civil Law and “Physick”, he spent a decade (c. 1660–1670)
as an ecclesiastical lawyer. While still at Oxford he began experiments with
ceramics and, by 1672, had established his pottery near his house in Fulham,
immediately to the west of London on the north bank of the River Thames. At
Oxford Dwight became acquainted with Robert Boyle and Robert Hooke and
through them the emerging Age of Enlightenment. These connections show
that, with regard to his ceramics business, Dwight was more the chemist and

UATRE BRAS has been, until very recently ‘the forgotten battle’,
overshadowed by the one which followed it two days later. A
British veteran wrote:

Had it not been so closely followed by … Waterloo, perhaps the
gallant exploits and unexampled bravery that marked that day would
have … excited even more admiration than was actually associated
with it.122

AY R E S
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Within the British tradition modelling in clay was, generally speaking, little
more than a means to an end. This was because terra cotta will not easily survive
the rigours of northern latitudes although stoneware, the basis of “Mrs” Coade’s
“stone”, is more resilient. The terra cotta selected by Giovanni de Maiano for
the commission of 1521 to adorn the external elevations of Hampton Court
with his tondos of emperors were securely let into the brickwork to resist the
English winter.1 Much the same precaution was taken with the terra cotta
enrichment of c. 1525 on Layer Marney Hall, Essex and Sutton Place, Surrey.
More often these Italian or Italianate works of art in Britain were intended for
display in interiors – as for example the “picture of Moses made of earth and
set in a box of wood” that was stored in the royal “wardrobe” or warehouse in
early Tudor London.2 Fully three-dimensional terra cotta works were destined
for the interiors of churches as, for example, the Italianate tomb of c. 1530
which commemorates Lord Marney at Layer Marney, Essex, his tomb being
an echo of his house.3 More usually terracotta was used by English sculptors
for the preparation of maquettes for large scale works or portrait busts that
might subsequently be translated into marble or used as the basis for a fullsized figure.4 Alternatively a preliminary sketch or full-size work was modelled
in clay and cast in Plaster of Paris as the first step towards its metamorphosis
into wood, stone, marble, bronze or lead.
A remarkable exception to this notion of fired earth as little more than a
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entrepreneur than the working craftsman.5 Robert Plott (1677) implied as much
by stating that Dwight “hath … caused to be modelled Statues of Figures” and
that these were created in such a durable material that they were “capable of
more curious work than stones that are wrought with chisels or metals that are
cast. In short he has advanced the Art Plastick that ’tis dubious whether any
man since Prometheus have excelled him …”6 Dwight’s products were cast in
multiples and fired (hence the reference to Prometheus) to become stoneware.
They were therefore more robust than terra cotta. Less certain is the identity of
the sculptors that Dwight “caused” to make his products (Fig. 97). The known
connections between the Fulham potteries and those down river at Southwark
and Lambeth could point to a member of the Anglo-Netherlandish school of
sculptors. Despite this possibility Chris Green (1999), the authority on Dwight
and his “Potthouse”, suggests that Edward Pearce (c. 1635–1695) was the author
of many of the surviving pieces of this ware. Dwight patented his processes in
April 1672 and in June 1684. These rights extended to the “Mistery & Invencon
of making transparent Earthenware …
And also the Mystery & Invention of
making the Stone Ware vulgarly called
Collogne Ware”.7 The stoneware “Statues
or Figures” were discontinued but hollow
earthenwares continued to be made at
the Fulham pottery down to the late
1960s.8
If modelling in clay was generally
regarded as a preliminary towards a
more permanent material what was
the next stage in this ongoing process?
A good example concerns a closed
Figure 95. John Bacon RA (1740–1799) The
Marquis Cornwallis, 1791. The extent to which
Bacon was able to work marble is uncertain.
This is clearly a highly accomplished work
which was probably carved by an assistant.
For structural reasons, the cloak and the
cornucopia of fruit help to sustain the figure
at the legs and ankles. Similarly the sword and
olive branch support the wrists and hands by
which they are ostensibly held. (Foreign &
Commonwealth Office, London; Photograph:
Courtauld Institute of Art)

It is now generally accepted that the narrow victory at Waterloo was
made possible by the determined defence of that crossroad which gained
Wellington the time to deploy his scattered army on the ridge of Mont
Saint Jean. However, the fact that the hopelessly outnumbered defenders
were, for a vital two-hour period, Netherlanders has been unacknowledged
until very recently. Many men fought in both battles and even for them
the defining nature of Waterloo tended to overwhelm the memories of
Quatre Bras.
The delay in Ney’s advance on 16 June was partly due to the somewhat
confusing orders from Marshal Soult, the Chief of Staff, that post ‘for
which he had relatively little prior experience and unproven ability’.123 He
would find it difficult throughout the campaign to issue orders clearly and
unequivocally. But Ney himself was not the man he was: possibly suffering
from battle fatigue, he was apathetic that morning, easily persuaded by
Reille, commanding II Corps, that the Bois de Bossu might well conceal
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the major part of the Allied Army, ‘it may turn out to be one of these
Spanish battles, in which the English never appear until their own time is
come.’124 Ney seems to have relapsed into lethargy while waiting for more
troops, led by Napoleon’s brother Jerome, to move up to the front.125 This
was crucial in reducing the time that the Netherlanders were so exposed
at Quatre Bras, enabling them to hold on.
However at 2 p.m., as the sun blazed down on the hottest day of the
year, a cannonade finally announced the French main attack. Against
it Perponcher’s single division, according to Mike Robinson, whose
mammoth work has brought the battle into focus at last, ‘occupied
a position that would not have been crowded if it had been held by
four’:126 an extended line of the 5th Militia and the 27th Jäger under
the command of Major General Willem Bijlandt. Twelve guns and four
howitzers faced forty-two French cannon, Wellington was absent and his
promised support was still several kilometres away.
Ney, mindful of Reille’s warning, initially skirted the wood and
launched an echelon attack north-eastwards against the farms to the south
of the cross roads and the Netherlands line. Bijleveld’s horse artillery
slowed the advance by attacking the French right flank until a devastating
counter attack blew up an ammunition wagon, disabled a howitzer and
killed several horses, forcing him to save the battery by withdrawing out
of range. The foot battery under Colonel Stevenart kept up a flanking fire
against the French left until Ney turned a direct barrage on his position.
Stevenart was killed, several of his officers wounded, and four of the
eight guns were destroyed; the loss of the draft horses the day before,
and the maiming now of more, meant that the remaining artillery pieces
could barely be saved by the survivors – one limber was destroyed in an
explosion,127 and the men ‘remplacent les chevaux manquant aux pieces
par ceux des servants’ (replaced the lost horses with those of the support
staff)128, almost certainly inferior and nervous animals. In addition, the
under-trained gun-teams had halted too close to each other and there
was no room for them to turn; attacked by waves of Red Lancers, the
men were reduced to defending
92 • themselves with short swords and even
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Nature in The Broads
One of the great joys of gently cruising through The Broads is the wildlife
that you encounter on the way. There are almost always birds, such as
swans, ducks, herons, grebes and gulls on the water and large flocks of
geese abound whilst warblers, buntings and bitterns call from the reed
beds and marsh harriers glide overhead. In the summer, there are many
colourful dragonflies and butterflies, including some spectacular local
specialities such as the Swallowtail butterfly and the Norfolk Hawker
dragonfly (see left). If you are very lucky, in some quiet places along the
muddy river banks you might glimpse an otter or a water vole.
Walking through the fens, especially on trails through reserves such as
the RSPB Strumpshaw Fen Reserve, or the How Hill Nature Trail, you
can encounter all of these animals and a lot more among the reeds and
pools. In the spring and summer, wildflowers add swathes of colour to
the scenery and muddy pools are graced with yellow irises and white
water lilies.

a

b

Left:
a A Norfolk Hawker dragonfly in flight
b Meadow Brown and Gatekeeper butterflies throng on the wildflowers
that line the Broads
c A Swallowtail butterfly at Strumpshaw Fen (photo by Tim Melling)
d A Yellow Flag Iris
e An orchid, probably a hybrid of Common Spotted and Southern Marsh
species

c

Right: A typical view in The Broads looking towards Brundall on the River
Yare

d

e

Overleaf Left: Winter reed beds and swans at Hickling Broad
Overleaf Right: The view from How Hill over Reedham Marshes and the
River Ant

The Northern Broads
North of the River Yare, the Broads, whose names are usually taken by the nearest village, are centred on the rivers Bure (Wroxham, Hoveton, Hickling and Ranworth Broads), Ant
(Barton and Sutton Broads) and Thurne (Hickling and Martham Broads and Horsey Mere). The rivers wind through the countryside, sometimes opening into a lake, usually with
reedy marshes on either bank. Lots of channels and creeks, some penetrating miles into the countryside, link stretches of water, providing a vast network of waterways for motor
boats, yachts and canoes. They are so popular that most of the towns and villages have ships chandlers, extensive marinas and repair yards. Here you can buy or rent any type of
boat that takes your fancy and head off on a real voyage of discovery through this unique landscape.
At boating centres like Wroxham, Horning and Brundall, boats of all sizes from canoes to large motor cruisers are lined up for hire when they are not gently exploring the waterways.
In between voyages, you can moor the boat and relax on dry land, watching the endless comings and goings from the many pub verandas, cafes and parks
There are all sorts of treasures to be found on the way through the Broads, such as How Hill on the Ant (page 21) where the large thatched edifice of How Hill House perches on
the top of the highest hill in the Broads at 40 feet (12 metres) above sea level. This is a field study centre with great views and an excellent nature trail that takes you through the
marshes on good paths with great access to the wildlife. Alternatively you might explore the Fairhaven Woodland and Water Garden at South Walsham, or Hoveton Hall Gardens,
or wander through tree canopies at BeWILDerwood near Ludham. Ludham is also hosts the Norfolk Wherry Trust so you quite likely to see one or two of these iconic boats around
Womack Water which runs from the village to the River Yare.
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North Norfolk
The final section of this book traverses the spectacular North Norfolk coast from Hunstanton on The Wash in the west to Cromer in the east where the North Sea batters the cliffs.
This is one of the driest and sunniest parts of Britain, causing lovers of Hunstanton to call it ‘Sunny Hunny’. Along the entire coast the light has a special quality which seems to
bring alive the colours of the awe-inspiring open vistas across marsh, dune and sea. Along the main A149 road which follows the coast lies a string of pretty villages, several of
which have the words ‘next-the-sea’ in their names, and all have a staithe, or quay. However, they are actually a little inland these days as the North Sea has been steadily removing
sand, pebbles and silt from cliffs along the East Coast of England, depositing them here, on the southern side of The Wash. The result is that the beaches have gradually migrated
northwards leaving the settlements stranded up to two miles inland behind acres of dunes and salt marshes that are crossed only by shallow channels linking the staithes to the
open sea.
This is a landscape where geese, ducks and wading birds flock in their thousands and the light shimmers off water and mud. It is a unique place that people adore for sailing,
walking, bird watching, crabbing, or just relaxing. In contrast, there are the seaside towns at either extremity of Hunstanton in the west and Cromer in the east, each with its
beach, beach huts, hotels and shops, not forgetting Cromer’s majestic pier. The pretty flint-clad villages in-between, each with its own character, separate the hilly hinterland from
the vast level marshes.
The north is the hilliest part of Norfolk, rising to the County’s highest point of 103 metres (338 ft) at Beacon Hill, a few miles south of Sheringham. This is a varied and pretty
landscape where sizeable forests and heath land are interspersed with farms and a number of large estates and country houses.
Below: Looking east along the north coast on a windy day. The image is taken from Cley Eye, at the east end of Blakeney Point. Sheringham is on the headland in the distance, from where
the coast starts to turn southwards
Right: A channel at Burnham Overy Staithe
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left Those front-line troops unfortunate
not to get leave remained on duty, often
in miserable circumstances. ‘The island’,
a 3-mile-long rectangle of inundated land
between the Waal and the Neder Rijn has been
prominent in recent years thanks to works
such as Stephen E. Ambrose’s Band of Brothers.
After the failure of Market Garden it formed
an inhospitable swamp between the Allied and
German lines and it became a lethal strip where
regular artillery duels and clashes between
patrols took place amid awful conditions. R.
H. Clough took a series of images there but
the light defeated him. This image of British
troops patrolling by boat on 14th December
1944 is one of the usable shots.
R. H. Clough, Kemsley M4256J
right A Bren gunner keeping watch from a
ruined farm building on the same day.
R. H. Clough, Kemsley M4256J
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top left The leave ballot meant some D-Day veterans were able to get home for a few days. One of them was Lance Corporal
Charles Woodgate of Willesden in north-west London who arrived home on New Year’s Day. Sidney Beadell followed some of
his time at home including a family outing to see a pantomime on 2nd January. The Woodgates are pictured with their children
Alma, Donald and baby Alan.

the liberation of europe 1944–1945
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right Quite a number of women in uniform were also hoping to enjoy the magic of the ‘City of Light’. It would be interesting
to know what these two WAAFs thought of some of the sights they saw in the city.
H. William Tetlow, Kemsley M4274W

Sidney Beadell, Kemsley M4254W
bottom left Paris undoubtedly had its attractions. Here Signaller Storman chats up a couple of local ladies on the steps of the
opera house while his mates, Signallers Tebbs, Hancock and Pollock look on.
H. William Tetlow, Kemsley M4251Q
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left The twin towers of the magnificent St Laurentius church in Uedem, which was completed in 1886, survived the assault on
the town; but the rest of the building was totally destroyed. A new church opened in 1960.
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Herbert W. Warhurst, The Times WN6443

right British troops and armour amid the ruins of Uedem. The launch of Operation Blockbuster on 22nd February brought
about a successful conclusion to Veritable, which had seen over 20,000 Germans taken prisoner with as many again killed or
seriously wounded. Veritable had been planned as part of a pincer movement in conjunction with the US Ninth Army’s Operation
Grenade but the Germans had destroyed dams on the Roer and Lieutenant-General William H. Simpson’s troops could not cross
the river until flood waters had subsided on the 23rd. Once across, however, the pincer movement was a great success. Hitler’s
disastrous order that divisions west of the Rhine should stand and fight saw over a quarter of a million men taken prisoner as
the Allies progressed.
Herbert W. Warhurst, The Times WN6450
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st paul’s cathedral: archaeology and history

the construction of the wren cathedral, 1666–1720

Fig. 53 The west face of Truss
15, with its carpenter’s marks
(Azizul Karim, MOLA)

67
Fig. 103 The Wren
Chapter House in
2011 (Andy Chopping,
MOLA). This was
before the addition of
a new attic storey in
the refurbishment of
2013–15

Fig. 100 St Paul’s from
the south-east, by Paul
Fourdrinier, 1743 (WS
XIV, pl. xliv)

43
Fig. 101 (below left)
Wren Chapter House
(1714): south side,
engraved by John
Harris (1756–1846);
possibly adapting an
earlier engraving by
Nathaniel Parr. It also
shows the original form
of the railings around
the cathedral, on their
buttressed wall (WS XIV,
pl. liv)
Fig. 102 (below right)
The Wren Chapter House
in 1941 (LMA). This
shows an attic storey
added in 1885 which
was removed in the postWar rebuilding

north-east corner. The graveyard of St Faith’s
parish, north-east of the cathedral, did not merit
a gate in the railings until decades after burial
had ceased, when Penrose inserted the present
north-east gate. The north-east churchyard was
a reserved area with no paths through it which
became the main graveyard for tombs and ledgers.
The railings bordered the east end of the church
closely, as there was the street outside to the east,
so movement around the east end of the cathedral
would have been discouraged. Gate 8 lay outside
the north transept, roughly on the site of the
gate there today in the post-War alignment of
the north railings.

This concludes the description of the Wren
cathedral and its churchyard within the railings
in the initial period of construction, up to about
1720.

Buildings around the edge of the
Churchyard, and the Deanery
The Wren Chapter House
The new Chapter House (Fig. 101), on the site
of the cleared group of houses north of the nave,
was built in 1712–14, from the contractors’ bills
in the building accounts.233

Fig. 50 (above) Poley, plan of nave roof, annotated by Damian
Goodburn (Azizul Karim, MOLA, adapted from Poley 1927,
pl. xxv)

Several different types of brick are mentioned:
place, stocks (grey) and rubbers. The bricklayer
Richard Billinghurst made some vault groins in
brick, and these must have been in the basement.
The room at the south-west corner of the present
basement is vaulted, so a strong room was
probably part of the original design. Otherwise
the ‘naked’ flooring above the rest of the basement
was originally in oak, with similar flooring in fir
on the other two original floors. Edward Strong,
mason, fitted stone quoins, chimney-pieces and
other details. There were six downpipes, each with
the arms of the Dean and Chapter and the date
of construction embossed on the hoppers. There
are probably blocked features in the main walls
which show features of its former internal layout:
a plan of 1885 by Penrose in the cathedral archive
shows several doorways through the internal walls
which are in different places now.234
The Chapter House was severely damaged
in 1941 (Fig. 102) and rebuilt in 1957 by the
Surveyor Godfrey Allen, retaining the external
walls (Fig. 103). The external elevation of the
foundation of the east end of the building was
exposed during the works on Site A in 1969. In
2013–15 the Chapter House was refurbished,
with the addition of a new attic floor and
insertion of a lift, which produced a small
amount of information about the medieval layers
beneath, possibly from the hall of the Minor

Canons, but no new information on the Wren
building.235

Other building around the Churchyard,
1668–1700; the Deanery
Ogilby and Morgan’s map of 1676 (Fig. 22)
shows that the secular surroundings comprising
the Churchyard had been almost totally rebuilt by
that date, ten years after the Great Fire, and one
engraving of the cathedral during construction
in 1695 shows the frontage to the Churchyard
at the north-east corner (Fig. 37). Further details
of the buildings around the cathedral in the years
immediately after 1666 can be gleaned from the
survey of building sites in the City undertaken
by Peter Mills and John Oliver, surveyors to the
Corporation. This recorded the staking out of new
foundations in the fire-damaged area, comprising
much of the intramural City, and the related
matter of slips of land taken for road widening.236
These stakings-out occurred when the owner
could arrange it, usually immediately ahead
of rebuilding, and thus the redefinition of any
particular length of street frontage would proceed
sporadically. In this way St Paul’s Churchyard
was redefined piecemeal between May 1667 and
March 1674, with one survey as late as 1677.237
There is also some evidence of land being laid into
the open space of the Churchyard by cutting back

Fig. 51 (right) Detail of the top of the king post of Truss 15,
west face (Andy Chopping, MOLA). The rafter on the right still
has some sapwood, shown by the brighter wood on the lower
edge
st paul’s cathedral: archaeology and history
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Fig. 52 (below) The east face of Truss 4, with its single-piece
tiebeam and carpenter’s marks (Azizul Karim, MOLA)

The City of London now seeks to develop itself
as a world city of culture as well as an international
centre of business. There is now a perception that
this means conservation of all kinds of historic
monuments and the archaeological strata they
are based on, to make the City an attractive
place in which to live and work. It is therefore
appropriate to end this short survey of the setting
of St Paul’s since 1945 with a City document
of 2013. The St Paul’s Cathedral Conservation
Area was designated in 2007, incorporating
the former Ludgate Hill Conservation Area. In
March 2013 the City adopted a Special Planning
Document (SPD) concerning the character of the
Conservation Area and a management plan as part
of a series of such documents for the Conservation
Areas in the City of London.42 This reviewed
the City’s policies in maintaining the character
of land uses, building and materials types, open
spaces and trees, the use of the area for local and
national cultural and political events, ecology
and archaeology. The document summarised ‘the
characteristics which contribute to the special
interest of St Paul’s Cathedral Conservation
Area’ as a series of 12 points about the area,
from its international significance to its value as
an open space with trees and greenery (Table 4).
Fig. 188 shows the extent of the Conservation

Clockwise from top left:
Fig. 54 Nave roof looking east from above the larger
western saucer dome (Andy Chopping, MOLA). In the
foreground is Truss 14
Fig. 55 The soffit (underside) of the tiebeam of Truss 20,
showing the end of the scarf joint and the applied iron
strap with its dovetail ends (Andy Chopping, MOLA)
Fig. 56 The trusses above the western saucer dome,
looking south-west (Andy Chopping, MOLA)

121
Fig. 189 The north
transept from the alley to
the north, 2014 (Andy
Chopping, MOLA)

Fig. 188 The St Paul’s Cathedral Conservation Area, as defined in 2007 (City of London), with added locations of the surviving Listed Buildings of
relevance to the Cathedral within it and the boundary of the cathedral precinct as defined by CFCE in 1994. The buildings are 1, Canons’ houses in
Amen Court; 2, The Old Deanery; 3, Wren Chapter House; 4, tower of St Augustine Watling Street
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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st paul’s 1897–2013: protection and conservation

An area of international significance, a focal point of the City of London, part of a major processional route and a focus of national celebration;
The setting of St Paul’s Cathedral, a building of international architectural and cultural significance and one of England’s most important
classical buildings and a seminal building in the history of English architecture;
an area of great historic significance which has been a centre of Christian worship for 1400 years, and encompasses streets, buildings
and spaces spanning a period of 1400 years;
an area of great architectural significance, including one of the largest concentrations in the City of London of Grade I, Grade II* and
Grade II listed buildings, as well as numerous non-designated buildings of high architectural quality from different periods;
an area of internationally important archaeology relating to the adoption of Christianity in Britain, and including the City’s largest intact
extent of area and depth of archaeological deposits remaining of the medieval and Roman city;
an area where the urban grain varies from tightly knit historic streets and alleys to open spaces around St Paul’s Cathedral and churchyard;
an area of predominantly masonry buildings with traditional proportions and materials;
a visual character and groundscape that is enriched by a wealth of materials, features, monuments, public sculpture, signs, plaques,
statuary, and other structures;
an area characterised by the restrained presence of modern signage and advertising;
an area of ecological value, rich in open spaces, trees and greenery which provide an important aspect of the Cathedral’s setting;
an area which attracts community events and public gatherings, particularly at the Cathedral and its churchyard;
an area associated with nationally significant cultural and historic events and notable people, including the burial places of numerous
historic figures.

Table 4 Summary of character of the St Paul’s Cathedral Conservation Area, from the policy document of March 2013 (City of London Corporation
2013, 10)

Fig. 190 (left)
The south transept,
from the approach to
the Millennium Bridge,
2014 (Andy Chopping,
MOLA)
Fig. 191 (right)
A fragment of post-Fire
St Peter’s Hill, in its preWar form, now preserved
along the east side of
the College of Arms in
Queen Victoria Street,
looking north, 2015
(John Schofield)
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Fig 8.2 The castle
from the north-west in
c 1825. Engraving
from A History of
Shrewsbury (Owen and
Blakeway 1825, II).
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Introduction

Morphology

Between the reign of Edward I (1272–1307) and the beginning of the
Reformation in the reign of Henry VIII four historical developments
shaped the city of York. 1298–1338 was the period of the Scottish Wars
of Independence in which the kings of England attempted but failed
to unite the two kingdoms. York was used as the administrative centre
for the English campaign and this had major consequences for its
economic and political development. Secondly York developed as an
important centre for the export not only of wool but also of cloth over
the fourteenth century, and benefited from the profits of a rapidly
developing native cloth industry. Third, the two centuries following
1270 witnessed periods of demographic crisis in which a combination
of famine and epidemic diseases devastated both livestock and human
populations. The crisis in mortality coincided with, and may have
been caused by, fundamental changes in climate that had a major
impact on the productivity of York’s rural hinterland. Finally, and
associated with all these developments and pressures, this was a period
in which the piety of the laity became increasingly influential in
shaping the fortunes of the Church and the cultural life of the city.
It gave rise to major new cultural enterprises in the form of urban
drama, and new forms of literature, education and social welfare,
which were manifest in the decoration of churches and guildhalls
with instructional images and texts. Few of these developments were
unique to the city of York; they can be situated within much wider
patterns of urban development and economic change across northwestern Europe, particularly in the Low Countries with which of York
maintained strong economic and cultural ties. However, this chapter
will focus on the impact of these changes on the topography of York.
One common feature of the period that aids our understanding
of the city’s topography and architecture, however, is a significant
increase in surviving evidence. Both vernacular and ecclesiastical
buildings survive as near complete structures in large numbers (in
contrast to the fragments, at best, which survive from earlier periods).
There is also a similar increase in the surviving volume of written records from both central and local government as well as literary texts
that illuminate the city’s development, topography and architecture.
Securing an accurate figure for the population of later medieval
York is impossible, since no records were ever made for this purpose.
Estimates suggest a population of just over 22,700 in c.1290 reducing
to perhaps 12,000–13,000 in 1377 after the impact of the Black
Death.1 A population of about 7,000–8,000 has been calculated for
the mid-Tudor period.2 However, all these estimates depend on
different methodologies, and sources, and they are likely to be very
broad approximations at best. Overall the most we can suggest is
that population reached its peak during the period that York served
as a base for wars against Scotland (between 1298 and 1338) and
thereafter declined due to a combination of factors: the withdrawal of
the offices of royal government after 1338, crises in mortality caused
by plague and other epidemic diseases, and increased economic
competition from other centres of manufacturing and trade. Whereas
until around 1400 York could still be ranked among the three largest
cities in England, by around 1536 it had fallen to somewhere between
fifth and tenth place among England’s towns.3

The overall plan of York did not change as dramatically in the two
centuries after 1272 as it had in the two centuries before. No new
major streets were added to the plan, or completely abandoned.
However, within the existing framework of streets there were
considerable changes in the density of occupation. In the decades
before the arrival of the Black Death in York in May 1349 there was
a substantial amount of new building which resulted in the more
intensive occupation of existing building plots and new development
on previously undeveloped scraps of land in church yards, along
the river frontages, around the major gateways in the city walls,
and on and near the city bridges and market places. Between 1304
and 1347 the Vicars Choral constructed nine new rows of small
houses in the city centre and at least five central parish churches
also constructed houses in their cemeteries including the surviving
houses now known as Lady Row in Goodramgate (Plate 5.2; Figure
10).4 This buoyancy in the demand for housing before 1340 suggests
an expanding population, stimulated by the presence of royal offices
during the Scottish wars and the revival of the cloth trade as well as by
immigration. Rents of small houses, occupied by working people, were
high in the 1330s and 1340s and even female-headed households were
able to prosper.5 York’s population remained high despite the impact
of the ‘Great Famine’ (1315–22) which contributed to depopulation
in parts of its rural hinterland and in some other English towns. New
centres of industry developed, particularly in the streets around the
Minster Close, reinforcing the economic and social integration of
these neighbourhoods with those around the older marketing district
of Ousegate: a process that had already begun with the development
of Thursday Market before 1272.6
Some new building is also recorded after 1350. In the 1360s
new courtyards of small houses were built on several sites around
the perimeter of the Minster Close, on the site of former grand
mansions and abandoned parish churches, suggesting a change
in the character of housing required as more modest homes
replaced the larger houses previously occupied by Crown officials
and higher clergy. New building was not restricted to housing.
Excavations in Coppergate demonstrated that throughout the
Middle Ages and down to the sixteenth century the margins of
the river Foss were progressively encroached upon by commercial
and industrial buildings. As a result long plots which fronted on to
the street became increasingly densely developed along their full
length and were extended into the water of the Foss.7 As a result
of this increasing density of building the number of alleyways and
side streets proliferated in order to provide access from the street
to these new developments. Such lanes, known as landings if they
provided access to one of the rivers, often acquired colourful names
reflecting their use: such as ‘Swine Landing’, ‘Fish Landing’ and
‘Lime Landing’ from the river Ouse towards Coney Street and
North Street, ‘Bakehouse Lane’ off Fossgate or ‘Hornpot Lane’ off

1
2
3

locally in Bewdley and Ludlow). Convergent
property boundaries suggest the course of
the perimeter south-east of the gate; further
east, the abrupt drop in levels down to St
Mary’s Water Lane and towards the river
shows that the outer bailey would have taken
full advantage of the natural topography.
Supporting archaeological evidence for the site
of the gate across Castle Street may be found in
the discovery in 1883 of red deer antlers with
saw-cuts at a depth of 10ft (3.05m) ‘in sand’
during the digging of cellars at no 32–33 (UAD
60306). Such an object could only have come
from a deep, infilled, dug feature, most likely a
ditch. More conclusive evidence for the extent
of the bailey may be found in the documentary
record: properties south of (outside) the gate
paid rent to the borough while those to the
north, within the former bailey, were held from
the Crown.1 Finally, in 1999–2000 during a
watching brief on the replacement of a water

main in the middle of the street, squared timber
stakes and a substantial horizontal oak beam
were recorded, and yielded a high-precision
carbon-14 date centred on AD 1032 (1025–49
at 1 sigma deviation). Interpretation of this
structure was, and remains, uncertain. It could
have represented remains of a pre-castle
domestic structure; alternatively the carbon-14
dates could be consistent with part of a bridge,
in front of the outer bailey gate, or perhaps
with an earlier defensive structure making use
of the 85m-wide isthmus, a naturally defensible
pinch-point in the high ground (Hannaford
2001a, 9; see p 83).
Domesday Book (fol 252a) recorded that 51
tax-paying tenements were lost when the castle
was built, and these are most likely to have been
disposed along the main street (Castle Street),
in the area taken by the outer bailey. Smallscale excavations west of Castle Street at the
Castle Gates library (Rigg’s Hall: UAD 60247)

the motte): the coursing of the masonry of
the 13th-century town wall joining the inner
bailey perimeter slopes down at a steep angle
to conform to the original ground profile
(Fig 8.3). On top of the motte was a wooden
tower, possibly the tower that survived until its
collapse c 1260 (Radford 1960, 19).
As a royal castle built to suppress an English
shire town and to act as a campaign base for
expeditions into Wales, Shrewsbury Castle has
many parallels. Within the region, the castles
at Hereford, Chester and Worcester were all
of comparable size, only the first castle at

Fig 8.3 The town wall
at its junction with
the south-west corner
of the inner bailey. In
contrast to the present
level surface, the coursing
of the 13th-century
(?) masonry reveals
a substantial former
incline, probably one side
of a ditch.

4
York Minster Library, VC 4/1/3, 7, 6/2/3, 12; Hall et al. (1988); Rees
Jones (2013), 289–92. The rows added to parish church yards were Lady Row
by Holy Trinity, Goodramgate (Cal Pat Rolls 1313–17, 476–7), and rows in the
churchyards of St Martin Coney Street, All Saints Pavement, St Sampson in
Newgate and St Michael Spurriergate (Cal Pat Rolls 1334–38, 121, 385, 399, 458)
5
Rees Jones (2013), 296–301
6
Rees Jones (2013), 128–30, 196, 263–5, 304–5
7
Tringham (1993a), 173–4; Rimmer (2007); Hall and Hunter-Mann (2002)

Goldberg (1992), 77; Campbell (2008), 908–12; Rees Jones (2013), 236–7
Palliser (2014), 293
Dyer (2000), 747–55
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Fig 8.1 Plan of
Shrewsbury Castle,
based on the 1882
first-edition Ordnance
Survey (earthworks) and
archaeological sources.

found evidence of pre-Conquest occupation
(see chapter 7) and identified a rampart of
dumped occupation soils containing Staffordtype ware stratified under the 13th-century
town wall. But the rampart also sealed sherds
of 12th-century pottery, suggesting that it was
a later addition to the bailey perimeter. In the
first phase of the castle the outer bailey was
probably represented by a cleared zone that
was defended only by the cross-promontory
defences either side of the gate. The function
of the outer bailey in this period, apart from
offering an outer defence and clear field of
fire in times of direct emergency, was probably
that of a personnel/materiel collection area for
campaigning on the border.
The contemporary strength of the inner
bailey is easily underestimated: its ramparts
are overshadowed by the later curtain walls on
top, the southern rampart has been removed
altogether for the later gate and curtain wall,
the surrounding ditches have been filled in,
and the substantial motte is almost obscured
by dense vegetation. Nevertheless, survey and
geophysics suggest that the ramparts must
have risen at least 5m above the level of the
interior (Fig 8.2); viewed from outside, much
of the mass on which the castle sits must be
of artificial origin. There is also evidence of a
substantial ditch around the south (town) side
of the inner bailey (and probably the base of

Title: Shrewsbury: an archaeological assessment of an English border town
Layout: inside text, cover design and DVD
Format: 275 x 217 mm, printed paper case with DVD attached to inside back cover
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Variant cairns
The field trip to Scar Lathing was not in vain as, despite our
disappointment with regard to the rock art and its cairn, we
made our own discovery. Nearby, amongst other, “standard”
cairns, we identified one of the variant examples: a prominent
boulder with a penannular of smaller rocks abutting it. This
is a “boulder cairn”, an addition to the growing number now
recorded. To date, these have only been identified in the
Cumbrian Mountains at an altitude of around 400–500 m,
often set in dramatic positions on the fell sides and clustered
in three locales in the Central Fells: Seathwaite Tarn, Great
Langdale and River Rothay watershed. They are generally
associated with ring cairns or other ring-stone embanked

8
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The heart, seat of volition, is at fault, or so it seems from the driving rhetoric
of these lines, always moving toward the grammatical subject, the target of the
eye’s critique. In the allegory Ratio resolves the dispute: the parties exchange
the legally and liturgically loaded osculum pacis. After the powerful rhetoric of
the two cases, the conclusion seems rather weak.
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identification of monuments in contexts in which these are
identification of the Cumbrian variants and is based primarily
very diverse, as discussed below.
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on sites in the Welsh uplands. There are, however a number
2016
of notable differences. Lakeland monuments are generally
Ring cairns
smaller, and the larger examples are more reminiscent of her
There is much tangible, well-preserved evidence for prehistoric
“kerb circle”, although incorporating fewer upright stones.
activity in the uplands of the Cumbrian Mountains and
These are, perhaps, more of a “cairn circle”. Other examples,
moors, including many ring cairns. Over recent years the
number of features that fit loosely under the heading of
“ring cairn” has steadily increased, partly through survey
activities of the Archaeology Volunteers Network set up
by the Lake District National Park Authority and other
interested individuals. These ring cairns range in diameter
from 5–14 m and vary in form, from smaller rings of piled
stones 5–8 m in diameter to larger, circular structures that
may incorporate a number of upright stones within the
ring. Whilst these monuments are not unique to the locale,
some of the variants, such as the “boulder cairn” (see below),
might be regionally specific. By bringing these variations to
the attention of the PAST readership it is hoped that we
The boulder cairn built below Scar Lathing. The attached penannular
can discover whether these variants might, in fact, be more
in the foreground measures 2.5–3 m. Image: P. Style.
widespread than is currently thought.

MEDIUM ÆVUM

De corde mala prodeunt,
nihil invitum pateris

52

The extent to which the ‘Latin’ audience for this lyric shapes it is revealed by
comparison with Philip’s own Old French version of ‘Quisquis cordis et oculi’.
‘Le cuer se vait de l’oïl pleignant’ (RS 349) is the only French lyric attributed
to Philip the Chancellor, although the dit composed on his death at Christmas
1236 by Henri d’Andeli suggests there were others.23 Philip conserves the melody
of ‘Can vei’, but changes the rhyme scheme from Bernart’s octosyllabic ababcdcd
to abababab, that is, the prevailing form of the Latin lyric. The melody, however,
remains the same, and there is no reason to see a hierarchy in the two songs.24 ‘Le
cuer se vait’ shifts the terms of debate to a less bookish mode, away from biblical
imitation, but is no less serious. What in Latin was a scholastic disputation with
judgement is here an open-ended argument.
Le cuer se vait de l’oil pleignant
et dit qu’il a fet mesprison,
qui doit estre son bien voillant;
si ne li mostre se mal non.
Alement le vet decevant
et fet vers li comme felon
et comme fel et souduiant;
si l’en rete de traïson.

such as that found in Greenburn Bottom, Grasmere, are
certainly more similar to the “embanked stone circles”.
The circularity of “boulder cairns” and “tor cairns” fits with
that of the majority of monumental features constructed
in the Earlier Bronze Age. During their lifetimes, through
use and reuse, many monuments underwent significant
development and alteration, with the final form being rather
different to the initial construction. Perhaps what we see
in the ring cairns of the Cumbrian Mountains is a slightly
different tradition whereby instead of reuse, there is successive
construction of new monuments adjacent to the older ones,
preserved close by. Clearly, generalisation is problematic.
Here, as elsewhere in the Fells, we also have stone circles, such
as those on Brats Fell in the west and Castlerigg to the north,
which have apparently been used/reused as interment sites.

A boulder cairn at the head of Rydal Valley, Rydal Coombe. Image:
P. Style.

Given their distribution in the Cumbrian Mountains it is
tempting to speculate about the siting of these monuments,
although perhaps unprofitable without knowing their
purpose. Yet the concentrations found around Great
Langdale and the River Rothay watershed (Grasmere and
Rydal), which coincide with the cluster of prehistoric cupmarked slabs, suggest that this remained a hub of prehistoric
activity into the Bronze Age long after the intensive quarrying
at the Neolithic stone axe factories had faded into memory
or myth. The Rothay Valley leading to Dunmail Raise is also
the natural pass crossing the Cumbrian Mountains linking
lowlands to the north and south and was probably used at
this time by seasonal pastoralists.
The case of Dickinson’s and Watson’s “cairn” raises concerns
regarding both the identification and verification of what
may be extremely subtle and ephemeral alterations in the
landscape. Problems arise where there is no discernible
structure or pattern apparent in these “stone settings” and the
interpretation is wholly in the eye of the beholder; in addition
to “piles of stones” we must include “propped” rocks and
boulders in this group. These are notoriously difficult features
to identify with any certainty, particularly when the problem
is further compounded by the challenges of differentiating
natural from anthropogenic features in a glaciated landscape.
Perhaps prior to publication of “new” types of monuments
there should be greater consultation with those charged
with updating the Historic Environment Record and other
parties experienced with this particular landscape, as well as
ideally some form of verification by further investigation.
Regarding the “boulder cairns”, perhaps a programme of
excavation might resolve some of the questions surrounding
their chronology and use.

‘Tu es portier de ma maison,’
fet li cuer, ‘la nuit et le jor;
mes tu me sers con mauvez hon,
qui est traitres vers son seignor.
Tu es pire que Guenelon,
tu es mon privé traïtor;
quar quant je sui en garnison,
mes anemis mes en ma tor.
‘Par toi vient la mort et apoint,
tu me sers toz jors a rebors;
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10

15

The heart is complaining about the eye
And says it has done him wrong,
Which should be his well-wisher;
[Instead] it shows nothing to him but ill will.
It constantly deceives him
And behaves like a criminal
And like a felon and mercenary;
Thus he accuses him of treason.
‘You are the gatekeeper of my house,’
Says the heart, ‘night and day;
But you serve like a wicked man
Who is a traitor to his lord.
You are worse than Ganelon,
You are my intimate traitor;
For when I am in my stronghold,
You let my enemies into my tower.
‘Through you, death comes and stabs [me],
You serve entirely contrary to my wishes;

CLERICAL RECEPTION
tu es l’aguillon, qui me point
ausi come l’on bete l’ors.
Tu ne me sers de riens a point;
je n’avrai ja par toi secors.
Foux sui, se j’en toi me fi point;
de toi me sont tuit li mal sors.
‘Par toi conmence tot pechié;
tu es messagier de la mort.
Par toi sui de mal entechié;
tu es celui qui point et mort.
Tu es qui en pechié m’amort;
par toi sui toz jors entechié.
Par ta fenestre s’est fichié
en moi le pechié qui m’a mort.’
‘Mout m’as traveillié et maté,’
fet li oil au cuer, ‘malement;
souvent sui par toi enhané.
A tort fes tel conplaignement.
Con ton message sui mené,
je fais tot ton conmandement.
Tu ne dis pas comme sené;
de la traïson te desment.
‘Ton serjant sui preus et legier;
quant que je voi te fas savoir.
Se por ce entres en pechier,
ne m’en dois nul maugré savoir;
car bien as oï afichier
et encor le dit on, par voir,
que ne doivent li messagier
ne bien oïr ne mal avoir.
‘Quant a toi en message vien,
Je te nons quanque j’ai veü.
Se bien te senble, se·l retien;
Ja de mal ne soiez meü.
Se prens le mal et les le bien,
Desque tu le t’es eslueü;
A moi, qu’en apartient de rien?
Tu meïsmes t’es deceü.’
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You are the needle that jabs me,
As one baits a bear.
You do not serve me properly in any way;
You will never give me succour.
I am mad if I trust you at all;
All my ills have come from you.
‘All sin begins with you;
You are Death’s messenger.
Through you, I am infused with wickedness;
You are the one who stabs and kills.
You are the one who conditions me to sin;
Through you I am ever stained.
Through your window the sin which has killed me
Has taken root in me.’
‘You have belaboured and checkmated me,’
Says the eye to the heart, ‘in an evil way;
I am often harassed by you.
You are wrong to complain so.
I am sent out as your messenger,
I do all your bidding.
You do not speak any sense;
You are mad with treason.
‘I am your fleet-footed and noble sergeant;
Whatever I see, I let you know.
If you commit sin because of that,
You should not blame me;
For I have certainly heard,
And, in fact, it is still said,
That messengers ought not
To hear praise or be ill-treated.
‘When I bring a message to you,
I tell you whatever I have seen.
If it seems good to you, take it to heart;
Never be moved by evil.
If you take the evil and leave the good,
Once you have selected it;
What has it got to do with me?
You have deceived yourself.’

In place of the biblical echoes in the heart’s complaint we find a reference to
Guenelon, the traitor of the Chanson de Roland (line 13) embodying the eye’s
faithlessness. This is part of a general militarization in the vernacular poem,
clearly influenced by the classical tradition of psychomachia. Thus the Latin
‘admittis adversarium’ (line 16) becomes ‘quar quant je sui en garnison / mes
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Almost 80 houses in the historic core of Sandwich survive from this period
and virtually every street in the town has at least one house which is
anything from 600 to 400 years old. Some streets have many more than one.
In Strand Street, for instance, seventeen of its houses were built between
the middle of the 15th century and c.1600 (Figure 4.1). In contrast, there
is only one old house in Loop Street (Figure 4.2), perhaps not surprisingly,
as that street was very much on the edge of the medieval town and never
densely occupied.
Sandwich has kept so many of its old houses because in all periods land
communications were poor, and once the Haven was no longer used by large
vessels the town became an isolated backwater. There was no bridge across
the river Stour until 1755, and the roads of East Kent were notoriously bad.
So the town remained pretty well cut off from external influences until the
end of the 18th century when turnpike roads were built. They linked into
a road network which covered Kent and stretched even further afield, with
regular stage-coach and carting service. Visitors came down from London,

Figure 4.2 (above )
The Old Cottage, the only
15th-century house in
Loop Street

At the same time, many townspeople
brought their 15th- or 16th- century
timber-framed houses up to date. The
most expensive and drastic approach,
to rebuild entirely, was taken by a few
of the wealthier inhabitants, some of
whom lived in the comparatively wide
and spacious High Street where there are
now several genuine Georgian houses
(Figure 4.4). For the rest, the houses

(JT)

Figure 4.3 (right)
The north-east corner of
St Mary’s church against
Strand Street, trimmed in
the 18th century

Figure 4.1 This aerial
view of Numbers 3–41
Strand Street shows the
full extent of this street
of medieval houses,
the longest continuous
row of timber-framed
buildings to survive in any
English town

(HC)

Figure 4.4 (below)
Aerial view of the east
side of High Street, with
grand Georgian houses
in the centre

(EH NMR 24073/20)

(EH NMR 24064/17)

Postscript: the 500 years since The strangers left town ....................................................................................95
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Longer walk: about 2.5km (about 1.5ml); shorter walk: about 1.5km (less than 1m);
both on level ground
This walk around the narrow and winding streets of Sandwich
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merchants profited from this and built themselves great
houses, some of which you will see as you walk around the town.
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crossed by Upper Strand Street. Looking left down the street
you will see opposite the white-painted front of Numbers 22–24
(1), hiding a medieval framework (2)

But the grand houses of Strand Street are only part of
the picture. This walk will also take you through much less
spectacular streets lined with two-storey dwellings with brick
or plastered fronts. They often look as if they had been built in
the 8th or 9th century, but many of them are fundamentally
medieval, with timber-framed buildings hidden behind the
later facades. These were mostly the homes of the mariners,
craftsmen and artisans who made up the great majority of the
townspeople.

1

2

Cross from Quay Lane to Fisher Street, lined with two-storey
houses. Many of their brick fronts disguise 5th-century timber
buildings, of a rather modest type (3/4). Further on, The George
and Dragon public house on the other side of the street (5)
appears rather grander, but it was originally two small cottages,
built just before 600. Just beyond this, turn left into Church

A walk through the historic streets

by Helen

primarily to the newly popular seabathing resorts of the Thanet coast,
but some found their way to Sandwich.
They brought a modest prosperity
to the town and with it a desire to
modernize on the part of the people
who lived there. Following the example
set by the councillors of Canterbury,
most of the medieval town gates were
demolished to improve traffic flow, and
it was proposed that part of St Mary’s
church should be knocked down to
widen Strand Street when that stretch
of the street was straightened in the
‘modernization’. In the event, just the
north-east corner of the church was
trimmed off (Figure 4.3).

index .........................................................................................................................................................................107
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assembled in the Haven for his expedition to France. By then Sandwich’s
population had again dropped to below 3,000, and it continued to go down
for the next 50 years, when it received a boost with the arrival of ‘The
Strangers’, religious refugees from The Netherlands (see page XX). By 1580
there were about 5,500 people living in the town, more than at any time
before or since.

We start at the Quay beside the river Stour (paying car
park, and public conveniences)
Turn your back on the river and you will see a stone gateway built
of flint and limestone. This is Fisher Gate, the earliest remains
of the town’s medieval defences (see Walls Walk for details). Walk
through the gate and up to the top of Quay Lane where it is
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